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he Institute of World Politics offers a unique and superior approach to preparing leaders in 
statecraft and national security affairs. It is the only graduate school that teaches the full range 

of instruments of power, including defense strategy, intelligence and counterintelligence, public 
diplomacy, psychological strategy, opinion formation, economic and political warfare, leadership, and
the practices of foreign powers.

Equally important is the manner in which the Institute imparts this knowledge. The faculty
consists of professors with not only the academic credentials, but also substantial experience as
practitioners, particularly at the highest levels of government. Instead of a largely theoretical approach,
students at the Institute are constantly engaged and challenged by the relevance and real world
application of their studies.

Located blocks from the White House and minutes from the Pentagon, State Department and
other related agencies, the Institute is further enriched by access to a network of current and former
officials who are included as guest lecturers in almost every course.

To develop successful practitioners and leaders, the curriculum also takes students beyond the
elements of statecraft to learn various policy issues, including the historic context of current political,
economic, ideological, and religious realities of the world. The school also places an uncommon emphasis
on character building through cultivation of an appreciation of human nature and the fundamental
principles of the American founding and the Western moral tradition.

The result is a powerful education that, before
the Institute’s founding in 1990, could

be acquired only haphazardly over 
the course of an entire career.
Students who graduate from

The Institute of World Politics
are well prepared to use and integrate

various instruments of power and are
inspired to become effective moral leaders.

The strongest endorsement for this
unique approach is the number of mid-career
foreign policy, defense, and intelligence
officials from both the U.S. and foreign
governments who enroll in the Institute.

With the school’s rich diversity of such
accomplished professionals, as well as 

younger graduate students and professors who 
are scholar-practitioners, all interacting and

challenging one another in small, seminar-
style classes, every student benefits.
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Part of this education
consists of teaching
our students to deal
with the world as it
really is rather than
as they wish it to be.

Master the full range of the instruments of 
power — and learn to think strategically......................

..................... .....................
SKILLS

Explore policy issues in depth and the historical
context of current international political, ideological,
religious, and economic realities.

.....................

..................... .....................
KNOWLEDGE 

Recognize the realities of the human condition 
and cultivate the qualities necessary for
statesmanship and moral leadership.

.....................

..................... .....................
VALUES & PRINCIPLES

Security does not come

from nuclear umbrellas; 

it comes from stout hearts

and steadfast men. 

~ Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

‘‘
’’

Developing the Qualities
of Statesmanship

he Institute of World Politics offers a unique academic experience that gives students a thorough
preparation to become leaders in the many facets of foreign policy and national security. The 

curriculum has been carefully developed to provide not just the necessary skills and knowledge, but 
also the moral foundation required to practice the various arts of statecraft effectively and ethically.

Part of this education, in contrast to that of many other institutions, consists of teaching our
students to deal with the world as it really is rather than as they wish it to be. By facing squarely the
basic truths of human nature and political behavior, our students receive a much stronger preparation
to deal with the often-unpleasant realities of the world around us — from deception and terrorism 
to treaty violations and genocide.

SKILLS
Mastering The Arts of Statecraft

The building blocks of peace and national security are the various instruments of power — 
the use of which we call the “arts of statecraft.” Beyond arms, money and the diplomacy 
concerning these things, we teach all of the instruments that can be decisive in the successful 
pursuit of a secure peace. Many of these are neglected by most academic institutions, are 
ignored by our foreign policy and national security culture, and often are just partially learned 
by government personnel in mid-career. They include:

■ Military Strategy

■ The Art of Diplomacy, including Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution

■ Economic Strategy, including Trade, Foreign Aid and Development, Technology Security 
Policy, and Economic Warfare

■ Intelligence

■ Counterintelligence

■ Public Diplomacy, Cultural Diplomacy, and Opinion Formation

■ Defense against Foreign Propaganda, Deception, and Foreign Influence Operations

■ Psychological Strategy and Political Warfare

■ Internal Security and Protective Security Policy

In addition, there is a host of intangible elements that could loosely be categorized as the methods 
and qualities of leadership and the powers of moral suasion. These tools are rarely examined or 
taught in connection with statecraft, but at the Institute they are important and integral to our 
studies. They involve the cultivation of patriotism, personal and civic virtue, courage, moral and
strategic clarity, the willingness to see the truth in a climate of willful blindness, the strength to tell 
the truth to power, the exhibition of the will to defend national interests, and the ability to stand 
for certain first principles.

Developing the Qualities of Statesmanship

Gene Poteat, IWP Graduate; veteran Scientific Intelligence Officer, CIA; 
President, Association of Former Intelligence Officers; Founder and President, 
Petite Research Group, Inc.; board member, International Spy Museum.

............................................................................
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If men were angels, 

no government would 

be necessary.

~ James Madison

‘‘
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Developing the Qualities of Statesmanship

Strategic Thinking

In addition to a deeper understanding of the “soft,” “hard,” and intangible instruments of power, it is 
a core philosophy of the Institute to emphasize the development of the capacity to think strategically.
The successful student will be prepared to integrate and apply these instruments so as to detect and
understand threats and political-strategic opportunities, to conform tactical work with larger national
strategic goals, as well as to prevent, manage, mitigate, resolve, and prevail in international conflicts.

It is this level of mastery that enables statesmen to prevent war successfully and secure vital national
interests while minimizing the need to use force.

KNOWLEDGE
National Security Policy and International Political Realities

The Institute’s curriculum exposes students to a broad spectrum of foreign
and security policy issues and international realities, from current forces at
work in the world to the lessons of history. This study includes: comparative
political culture, the practices of foreign powers, current and potential
threats, U.S. foreign and national security policies, and the strategic role 
of ideas, values, and belief systems in world politics. Through such study,
our students become familiar with many subjects that are not always
addressed by other graduate schools, military schools, or even official
diplomatic and intelligence training programs. We believe that building this
foundation of knowledge in today’s foreign policy and national security
issues is critical for anyone pursuing a career in these fields.

’’

VALUES & PRINCIPLES
Moral Leadership

Beyond the skills of statecraft and a foundation of knowledge,
statesmanship requires the responsibility not to misuse power.
The Institute’s educational philosophy thus posits that the responsible
conduct of statecraft must be guided by ethics, and personal and 
civic virtue.

The goals of peace and security are the essential prerequisites 
for all functions of civil society. To be effective, the pursuit of peace
requires an understanding of the structure of human communities 
and how such structure must take into account the realities of
human nature — especially the human capacity to commit wrongs
against one another. Indeed, humans have flaws, there is evil 
in the world, and there are conflicts that civilized people must 
have the capacity to resolve and overcome.

But the art of structuring human relations to achieve peace 
also requires the consideration and application of the best side 
of human nature — man’s capacity for truth, justice and a 
“love of neighbor” that can transcend the requirements of
justice. It is an appreciation of these opposing forces of human 
nature that will enable the strategic thinker to apply and 
integrate the range of instruments we teach before resorting 
to coercion to pursue national objectives.

A corollary of this perspective is the recognition of the 
intrinsic dignity of the human person, no matter what his or 
her background or condition. Cultivating such a respect for 
humanity, as well as respect for the universal natural law helps 
guide a proper sense of responsibility in the use of power. These
principles are essential elements of the Institute’s character-building
education in moral leadership.

A Spirit of Idealism

The Institute also strives to cultivate a spirit of service and civic 
duty among its students. It seeks to inspire them to recognize 
what most great leaders have understood: that there are causes 
higher than oneself, and that service to others and to a cause 
such as peace with freedom and justice is an honorable 
and ultimately fulfilling career path.

Beyond arms, money and the diplomacy concerning 

these things, IWP teaches all of the instruments that can 

be decisive in the successful pursuit of a secure peace.

“I am taking classes that 

most people have never even

heard of — but when you talk 

to someone in these fields,

their eyes light up. Simply 

put, I can specialize in areas 

that just do not exist in other

schools. The IWP approach is

also very empowering because 

I have learned to think

strategically — I can tell

the difference even in

the way I approach

problems in every

day life.”

Amleset Kidane,
IWP Student

.....................
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xamine the courses offered at 
the Institute of World Politics.

Our unique approach to developing
leaders is immediately apparent in the areas 
of study offered, whether it is a core
requirement like Strategic Geography, a rare
specialized course such as Public Diplomacy
and Political Warfare, or an entire area of
concentration such as Intelligence.

While our unique educational philosophy often piques a candidate’s interest, a close examination of
how the Institute has structured its two Master’s degree programs, its areas of specialized concentration,
and its seven Certificate paths clearly confirms the value of this unparalleled graduate education.

The Institute’s focus on the arts of statecraft and on various vital policy issues has prompted many of
our younger students, within the first year of study, to point out that their horizons have already been
greatly expanded by their experience at the Institute. The richness and breadth of the courses, as well as
the professional experience of both the faculty and students, quickly opens their eyes beyond standard
careers to the myriad of opportunities in government, private industry, and non-profit 
organizations that will be open to them upon graduation, if not sooner.

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE PROGRAM
Both of the Institute’s M.A. programs are comprised of a rigorous, professional 
course of study based upon an interdisciplinary foundational curriculum in political,
economic, and moral ideas, history, and geography. In each case, candidates are 
required to complete a minimum of twelve courses (48 credits), plus the two-credit 
course on Geography and Strategy. At least eight of the courses must come from 
the core curriculum, while four courses must be taken in one of the areas of
specialization offered in each program.

Master of Arts in Statecraft and National Security Affairs

This degree is designed for students currently in the intelligence or national security 
communities or for those who wish to enter one of these career fields. It provides a 
comprehensive study of the theory and practice of intelligence and national security 
policy, process, and implementation, both in historical and contemporary perspectives.
Significant attention is directed toward vital current policy issues as well as understanding 
foreign cultures and the practices of foreign powers.

Successful recipients of this degree are prepared for many careers in defense strategy, intelligence,
counterintelligence, public diplomacy, political warfare, internal security, and homeland security,
whether in government, government contract work, research, journalism, or a variety of other options.
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Our unique approach 
to developing leaders
is immediately 
apparent in the areas 
of study offered.

Curriculum

E
Curriculum MASTER’S CORE CURRICULUM

All Required

International Relations: Principles and Practice

Western Moral Tradition and American Foreign Policy

Twentieth Century Politics and Diplomacy

Geography and Strategy

One Required

American Founding Principles and Foreign Policy

Ideas and Values in International Politics

Four Required

Art of Diplomacy

Economics for Foreign Policy Makers

Economic Statecraft and Conflict

Foreign Propaganda, Perceptions and Policy

Integrated Security Strategy: Principles and Process

Intelligence and Policy

Military Strategy: The Art of War

Peace, Strategy and Conflict Resolution

Public Diplomacy and Political Warfare

Individual Leadership and Statecraft

AREAS OF SPECIALIZATION

Intelligence

Public Diplomacy and Political Warfare

National Security Affairs

Comparative Political Culture

International Politics

American Foreign Policy

Democracy Building

.....................

..................... .....................
INTRODUCTORY COURSES

.....................

..................... .....................
POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY COURSES

.....................

..................... .....................
STATECRAFT COURSES

While the Institute’s unique educational

philosophy often piques a candidate’s interest,

a close examination of how the Institute has

structured its two Master’s degree programs,

its areas of specialized concentration, and its

seven Certificate paths clearly confirms the

value of this unparalleled graduate education.
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Master of Arts in Statecraft and World Politics

This degree is designed for students who wish to focus on a broad understanding of the current world
order, its history and trends, the theoretical and policy issues affected by international politics and culture,
and the ideas and values that influence the behavior of state and non-state actors.

Coupled with the requirement of a professional reading knowledge of a major foreign language, successful
recipients of this degree are prepared for a wide range of careers, including foreign policymaking and a
variety of forms of its implementation, including diplomacy and democracy building. Like the National
Security Affairs degree, this program also prepares students for work both in and out of government.

CERTIFICATE OF GRADUATE STUDY PROGRAMS
The Certificate program is designed for students who wish to pursue graduate studies but do not need a
degree, and those students who already have an advanced degree yet need additional graduate credentials.
It is intended to encourage students’ continued
professional growth, and to serve as a valuable
indicator of achievement and knowledge 
for current and prospective employers and
professional colleagues.

The Institute awards students a Certificate
upon successful completion of five courses in
one of the areas of specialization show below:

■ Comparative Political Culture

■ Intelligence

■ International Politics

■ National Security Affairs

■ Public Diplomacy and Political Warfare

■ American Foreign Policy

■ Democracy Building

CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM & AUDITORS
The Institute also welcomes applicants who demonstrate a serious interest in the study of statecraft 
and international affairs, but do not need a degree or certificate. Students have the option of enrolling
in courses for credit or as auditors (non-credit). Auditors are expected to attend class regularly but are
not required to complete the coursework and do not receive a grade or credit for the course.

The Institute can also tailor specific continuing education programs for government agencies and 
other organizations.

“The Institute of World Politics has the potential to make a
disproportionate contribution to the field of international
relations by pioneering new combinations of knowledge.”

~ Middle States Commission on Higher Education Site Visit Report

8

Curriculum 

“In any other graduate program 

I might have heard a high level

official speak in a room with a

hundred other people and maybe

have had the opportunity to

shake his hand. At IWP, they

often stayed and debated the

issues they spoke about for

several hours around a table of

maybe ten students and faculty.”

To educate a man in mind but not in 

morals is to educate a menace to society.

~ Theodore Roosevelt
‘‘ ’’

Steve Baker, IWP Graduate;
Senior Research Associate,
Center for Security Policy.

...........................................................
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FACULTY

lmost every Institute faculty member is a scholar-practitioner who brings both academic 
credentials and high-level governmental and nongovernmental experience to the classroom.
No other graduate school of statesmanship has made this commitment. This critical 

distinction is a primary reason the Institute of World Politics can deliver on its ambitious 
educational mission. Our professors include ambassadors, senior intelligence officials, military officers,
presidential advisors, and senior congressional staff members.

Instead of learning any topic from a single perspective, the principal professor in most 
courses is complemented by several guest lecturers, many of whom are also prominent 
figures in government and the broader policy community.

Expertise in Service of the Nation

IWP faculty possess rare expertise that has been, and is being used in, the cause of
national security. We possess, in particular, a critical mass of expertise in vital but 
neglected fields such as counterintelligence, public diplomacy, economic strategy, and 
political warfare. Several of the faculty occupy senior policymaking positions in the 
government, but continue to teach at the Institute as well.

Such expertise results in an education that is directly relevant to today’s current events 
and tomorrow’s foreign policy and national security challenges. It is also no secret that 
our students’ access to the Institute’s extensive network of practitioners, either in or close 
to government, opens many career doors. Whether providing contacts or career guidance,
or answering questions outside the classroom, the faculty is highly engaged, making the 
small, seminar-style environment extremely efficient and rewarding for every student.

Norman A. Bailey, Ph.D. 1962, Columbia University. 
Former Director of International Economic Affairs, National
Security Council (NSC).
David Burgess, J.D. & M.S.F.S. 1978, Georgetown University.
Former official, U.S. Department of State and Peace Corps. 
Marek Jan Chodakiewicz, PhD. 2002, Columbia University.
Professor of History, IWP.
Kenneth deGraffenreid, M.A. 1977, Catholic University. Professor
of Intelligence Studies, IWP; former Senior Director, Intelligence
Programs, NSC; Deputy Undersecretary of Defense.
John J. Dziak, Ph.D. 1971, Georgetown University. Retired
Senior Intelligence Officer, Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Lee Edwards, Ph.D. 1986, Catholic University. Author and
Distinguished Fellow, The Heritage Foundation.
Roger W. Fontaine, Ph.D. 1970, Johns Hopkins University SAIS.
Former Director of Latin American Affairs, NSC.
Paul A. Goble, M.A. 1973, University of Chicago. Formerly with
Voice of America, Department of State, and CIA.
Christopher Harmon, Ph.D. 1984, Claremont Graduate School.
Author and Professor, Marine Corps University.
Walter Jajko, M.A. 1964, Columbia University. Senior official,
Office of the Secretary of Defense; Brig. Gen. USAF Ret.
Sven Kraemer, M.A. 1964, University of California, Berkeley.
Department of Defense; former Director of Arms Control and
senior NSC staff member under four presidents.
Mark Lagon, Ph.D. 1991, Georgetown University. Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for International Organization Affairs.
John Lenczowski, Ph.D. 1980, Johns Hopkins University SAIS.
IWP Founder and President. Former Director of European and
Soviet Affairs, NSC; Department of State official.
Thomas P. Melady, Ph.D. 1954, Catholic University. IWP Senior
Diplomat in Residence; former U.S. Ambassador.
Ross H. Munro, B.A. 1965, University of British Columbia. 
Vice President, Center for Security Studies; former East Asia
correspondent, Time Magazine.
Joshua Muravchik, Ph.D. 1984, Georgetown University. 
Resident Scholar, American Enterprise Institute. 
Alberto M. Piedra, Ph.D. 1962, Georgetown University. 
Donald E. Bently Professor of Political Economy, IWP; 
former U.S. Ambassador.
Juliana Geran Pilon, Ph.D. 1974, University of Chicago. 
Adjunct Research Professor, IWP.
Herbert Romerstein, Author and former senior official, 
U.S. Information Agency and House Intelligence Committee.
Charles R. Smith, Ph.D. 1982, Catholic University. Professor 
of Politics and History, Marymount University.
Henry D. Sokolski, M.A. 1980, University of Chicago. Former
Deputy for Nonproliferation Policy, Department of Defense.
David L. Thomas, D-Phil. 1980, Oxford University. Senior
Intelligence Officer, Defense Intelligence Agency.

John J. Tierney, Jr., Ph.D. 1969, University of Pennsylvania.
Walter Kohler Professor of International Relations, IWP; former

senior official, Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
J. Michael Waller, Ph.D. 1993, Boston University. 

Walter and Leonore Annenberg Professor 
of International Communication, IWP.

FACULTY

A

“From Idi Amin to the Pope, I draw upon my
experiences to relate what we teach directly to real
world events and conflicts. To my mind, this is the
best way to create graduates who are truly profes-
sionally prepared. It’s also important as practitioner
professors to open students’ eyes to the myriad of
career opportunities that exist today 
in the fields we teach, across 
government, private business, 
and international agencies.”

“Our classes are small enough to customize the curriculum and devote a
lot of time to each student’s needs and goals. It’s an intimate learning

environment where everyone works together to help everyone succeed.
But it speaks volumes that we repeatedly attract professors from 

much larger institutions, as well as an impressive list of high level
practitioners who make the time to teach or guest lecture at IWP.” 

J. Michael Waller, Ph.D., (above left)

Walter and Leonore Annenberg Professor 

of International Communication; author and

consultant to the U.S. Government.

Thomas P. Melady, Ph.D.,

Senior Diplomat in Residence, Former

Ambassador to Burundi, Uganda and the 

Vatican; former U.S. Assistant Secretary 

of Education; Author of numerous books.
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Faculty, Students & Alumni

Frank Cilluffo, former Special Assistant to the President for
Homeland Security (External Affairs).

Angelo Codevilla, Boston University; formerly with Senate
Intelligence Committee.

Paula Dobriansky, Under Secretary of State for Global Affairs.

John J. Fialka, Senior Reporter, Wall Street Journal.

Francis Fukuyama, author, The End of History and the Last Man.

Graham Fuller, former Vice Chairman, National Intelligence Council.

Carl Gershman, President, National Endowment for Democracy.

Lawrence Gershwin, National Intelligence Officer for Intelligence
Assurance.

Richard Haver, former National Intelligence Officer for 
Special Activities, CIA; former Executive Director, Intelligence
Community Affairs.

Mark Hewitt, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Continuity.

David Kay, Senior Fellow, Potomac Institute for Policy Studies;
former IAEA Inspection Team Leader, Iraq.

Penn Kemble, former Deputy Director, U.S. Information Agency.

Stanislav Levchenko, former Soviet KGB Officer.

James Lilley, former ambassador to China and Korea; Assistant
Secretary of Defense.

Walter McDougall, University of Pennsylvania; Editor, Orbis;
Pulitzer Prize-winning historian.

Michael Novak, American Enterprise Institute.

James Oberg, former senior official, NASA; author, Space 
Power Theory.

John Quattrocki, FBI; former Director of Intelligence Programs, NSC.

Diane Roark, formerly with House Intelligence Committee.

Peter Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs.

John D. Sullivan, Executive Director, Center for International
Private Enterprise.

George Tenet, former Director of Central Intelligence.

Michelle Van Cleave, National Counterintelligence Executive.

George Weigel, Ethics and Public Policy Center.

Richard Wilson, former Director, Center for International 
Labor History, AFL-CIO.

Brig. Gen. Simon P. Worden USAF (Ret.), 
former Deputy Director of Operations 

at SPACECOM.

DISTINGUISHED GUEST LECTURERS (a sampling)
..................... .....................

..................... STUDENTS

he Institute’s student body is almost an even mix of recent college graduates and professionals with
established careers in government, the armed forces, private industry, non-governmental organizations,

as well as foreign embassies and governments.

Regardless of their background, students choose the Institute because they enjoy a stimulating and
challenging environment that will enable them to reach their potential. The combination of youthful
idealism and open-mindedness with the real-world experience of those already accomplished in their
field enriches the experience for everyone involved. It adds dimension and relevance to every topic
when students add their own first-hand insights and recent historical anecdotes. Those attracted to the
Institute thrive on the constant challenge that this environment fosters among students and faculty alike.

Everyone associated with the Institute — the faculty, guest lecturers, board members, advisors, and
benefactors — is highly motivated and well connected to the inner workings of Washington. As a result,
the frequent conferences, receptions, and book signings are well attended by high profile current and
past officials from government and the private sector. Many events are open to students and provide
excellent opportunities to interact with the real power base of our nation’s capital. Some of the most
rewarding gatherings are small and almost impromptu, for example when foreign dignitaries visit a faculty
member and manage to set aside time to meet with students and staff.

Recent college students should not feel intimidated walking into this environment. On the contrary, one
faculty member likened enrolling at IWP to joining an elite team that works closely together towards a
common purpose. Here, the end-game is preparing professionals, bringing career goals into focus, and
making the critical connections required to make those ambitions a reality. IWP faculty regularly guest
lecture for each other and make time to work with students one on one. Younger graduate students
begin to see in their mid-career colleagues and professors the leaders they aspire to become. Mid-career
professionals often have their path clearly defined and enrich the experience for everyone through their
focus and enthusiasm. And the practitioner professors derive great satisfaction applying their experience
directly to help prepare a new generation of leaders. For an
Institution devoted to the instruments of power, there is surprisingly
little partisan politics to be found within these walls.

T

“Having spent a career that spans much of the 

spectrum of intelligence — collection, analysis and 

estimates, operations, and counterintelligence — I find 

the Institute of World Politics to be the only graduate 

school whose curriculum takes a strategic and integrated

approach to the field, while being open to the role 

of American Constitutional values in statecraft.”

Kenneth deGraffenreid, Professor of Intelligence Studies, 
IWP; former Director of Intelligence Programs, National Security Council; 
former Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Support; former senior
staff member Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.

..................................................................................
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[Its] mission statement...positions 

IWP as virtually a sole provider of the

educational experience it offers.

~ Middle States Commission on 

Higher Education Site Visit Report

14

70% Male, 30% Female

30 Average age 

18% Non-US citizens 

27% Employees of the U.S. government 
and government contractors 

40% Recent graduates

50% Mid-career professionals

10% Senior level professionals

.....................

..................... .....................

STUDENT PROFILES

[Its] mission statement...positions 

IWP as virtually a sole provider of the

educational experience it offers.

~ Middle States Commission on 

Higher Education Site Visit Report

‘‘
’’

ALUMNI

lumni of IWP have found important work or career promotions in a wide variety of government
agencies, Congressional offices, private companies, foreign governments, and non-governmental 
organizations. Their IWP education has given a significant percentage of them a competitive 

edge in obtaining important positions in foreign affairs, defense, intelligence, and law enforcement
agencies as well as in strategic foreign military and diplomatic postings.

The Institute’s unique mix of scholar-practitioner faculty with mid-career professionals and recent
college graduates not only prepares students better for these careers, but also serves as an ideal
networking environment. It is deep in the Institute’s culture to relate every lesson to the real world,
and this directly exposes students to the government agencies, institutes, international organizations,
and private companies that make things happen throughout the fields of national security and foreign
affairs. Beyond the curriculum, IWP professors take a genuine interest in
each student’s goals, are generous with career counseling, and are often 
able to assist in job placement.

“I believe that graduate work should be about who you are and

who you want to become. IWP students — and faculty — are fully

dedicated to foreign relations, statecraft, and national security. 

If you share this passion, the Institute will be a perfect fit.”

Juliana Geran Pilon, Adjunct Research
Professor, Institute of World Politics.

.............................................................................................

Faculty, Students & Alumni

Those attracted to the
Institute thrive on the
constant challenge 
that this environment
fosters among students
and faculty alike.

A
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U.S.  GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Arms Control and Disarmament Agency

Army Counterintelligence Center

Army Intelligence & Security Command

Ballistic Missile Defense Organization

Central Intelligence Agency

Congressional Research Service

Defense Intelligence Agency

Department of Agriculture

Department of the Air Force

Department of Commerce

Department of Defense

Department of Energy

Department of Health & Human Services

Department of Homeland Security

Department of Justice

Department of State

Department of the Treasury

Department of the Navy

Equal Employment Opportunity Comm.

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Foreign Broadcast Information Service

General Services Administration

Government Accountability Office

Immigration and Naturalization Service

Internal Revenue Service

Library of Congress

NASA

National Defense University

National Security Agency

National Security Council

Naval Intelligence

Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

Peace Corps

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

U.S. Agency for International Development

U.S. Capitol Police

U.S. Coast Guard

U.S. Congress

U.S. Customs Service

U.S. Information Agency

U.S. Secret Service

Voice of America 

White House

PRIVATE INDUSTRY, RESEARCH INSTITUTES & INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Aegis Research Corporation

American Bar Association

American Foreign Policy Council

Analytic Services, Inc.

Association of Former Intelligence Officers

Atlantic Council of the United States

Atlas Economic Research Foundation

BDM Federal Systems

Booz Allen Hamilton

Business Executives for National Security

CACI, Inc.

Center for Security Policy

Center for Strategic & International Studies

Citizen Democracy Corps

Coleman Energy Systems

Corporate Response Group

Council for National Policy

Defense Group, Inc.

Democratic National Committee

DevTech Systems, Inc.

Dewey Ballantine

Digital Equipment Corporation

Electronic Data Systems

Ethics and Public Policy Center

Finnegan and Henderson

GRC International 

Inter-American Development Bank

IBM

Jewish Institute of National Security Affairs

KPMG Peat Marwick

Konrad Adenauer Foundation

Lockheed Martin Corporation

INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMATS/
GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS

Afghanistan (Interior Minister)

Angola (UNITA Rep. to the U.S.)

Bolivia (Minister of Agriculture)

El Salvador (Representative to the OAS)

Gambia (Armed Forces Prov. Ruling Council)

Japan (Ministry of International Trade & Ind.;
Public Security Investigative Agency)

Norway (Ministry of Defense)

Peru (Representative to the OAS)

Russian State Duma (Defense Committee)

Rwanda (Special Advisors to the President)

South Korean Intelligence Service (Senior 
Advisor to the Director)

Togo (Ambassador to the U.S.)

Officials from 35 embassies 

JOURNALISTS & EDITORS

Boston Globe

Congressional Quarterly

Defense Daily

Radio America

Reuters

Seoul Daily News

United News of India

U.S. News & World Report

Washington Post

Washington Times

McNeil Technologies

Middle East Research Institute

National Education Association

National Security Archive

National Security Concepts

National Security Research

Organization of American States

ORT International Riggs Bank

SAIC

Shea & Gardner

Sprint International

System Planning Corporation

Techmatics, Inc.

Titan Systems Corporation

TRW

United Defense 

United Nations

U.S. Institute of Peace
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Mid-career profes-
sionals from U.S. and 
foreign government
agencies and private
organizations enroll to
advance their careers.

STUDENT & ALUMNI BACKGROUNDS
In addition to recent college graduates, mid-career professionals from a wide range of U.S. and foreign
government agencies and private organizations enroll at the Institute to advance their careers. The result
is an ever-expanding network of IWP students matriculating from — and graduates earning key positions
throughout — the organizations that develop and implement policy for the United States and in countries
around the world.

Faculty, Students & Alumni

“IWP didn’t just prepare me for a career in national security, the Institute enabled me to 

line up an excellent position by the time I graduated. The professors opened our eyes to 

many potential career paths, counseled us on how to prepare our resumes and through their

extensive connections, were often able to arrange internships, fellowships, and even jobs on

our behalf. Very few other institutions have professors who are willing to go to such lengths

to further the career aspirations of their students.”
Candy Oliver, 

IWP Graduate; Analyst,
Department of Defense.

............................................................

An investment in 

knowledge always 

pays the best interest. 

~ Benjamin Franklin
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MAJOR INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORTERS

THE LONG-TERM IMPACT OF THE
INSTITUTE OF WORLD POLITICS
The Institute can have an enormous long-term impact on security,
peace, and prosperity for our nation and the world through education
that improves the use of many instruments of statecraft, including:

■ the improvement of human intelligence collection

■ the elevation of counterintelligence from the current pervasive
focus on tactics to a strategic level

■ the adoption of a national capability to counter hostile foreign
propaganda, deception, and political influence operations 

■ a revolutionary enhancement of public diplomacy and the 
reversal of its tertiary status in our foreign policy community

■ the establishment of economic strategy as a systematic discipline
in government

■ a renaissance of psychological strategy, political action, and
political warfare capabilities

■ the increased effectiveness of foreign economic development
assistance

■ the incorporation of a national security dimension to 
immigration policy

■ the application of strategic priorities and cost-benefit analysis 
to homeland security policy

■ a more systematic application of prudence and vital national
interest criteria to decisions for armed intervention abroad

Benefactors
Benefactors

he Institute is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, tax-exempt educational institution. It relies solely on private 
charitable donations and tuition to sustain itself. Tuition accounts for approximately 25% of annual

operating expenses. Foundations, corporations and individuals choose to support the Institute for a
variety of reasons. Many recognize that national security is our highest public policy priority and that
nothing else in our national life — neither commerce, domestic governance, the exercise of civil liberties,
nor even organized charitable work — is possible without it. They believe that the best way to invest 
in the future of the United States and peace in the world is to invest in the education of tomorrow’s
leaders. And they understand that the specialized professional education offered by the Institute is
unique and essential for the next generation of statesmen who will conduct world affairs and provide
for national security.

Support for the Institute is one of the few ways that private citizens can
make a strategic impact on the national security of our country. Such an
impact derives from the work of hundreds of our students who are or will
become government officials, intelligence analysts, diplomats, senior military
officers, as well as scholars, policy analysts, journalists and other opinion
leaders. Their work, influenced by an IWP education, promises to bring
about positive long-term shifts in our government’s foreign policy and
national security culture. Given the almost total absence of study of so many
of the critical fields which the Institute covers, the Institute’s in-depth
education and formation of these personnel cannot but decisively improve
the ability of our government to integrate the various non-military
instruments of power into national grand strategy.
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An Opportunity toMake an Impact 
on National Security and the Future.

“I am a long-term investor. As the owner of privately held

companies, I am able to develop strategy for the long-term and

not just for the next quarterly report. From every investment 

I seek long-term benefit for myself, my family, my companies,

my community and my country. This is why for 14 years 

I have invested in the Institute of World Politics.” 

1918

Donald E. Bently, Founder
and former CEO, Bently
Nevada Corporation;
Founder and CEO, Bently
Pressurized Bearing
Company; World War II
veteran, engineer,
manufacturer and inventor.

“My experience as a Navy SEAL and as a security
contractor has taught me much about the

dangers of this world. If the United
States is to be effective in its most

important public policy mission —
providing for the common defense —

it must have leaders properly
educated in the realities of the world

and the ways of handling them. For
this reason I have supported the

Institute’s vital mission since its inception.”

Erik D. Prince, CEO Prince Group, Prince 
Manufacturing and Blackwater International. 

Aequus Institute
Annenberg Foundation

Bently Pressurized Bearing Co.
Bodman Foundation

Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation
R.L. Bradley Foundation

T. Nash & Gloria M. Broaddus Foundation
Cantigny Foundation

Sophia & William J. Casey Foundation
Castle Rock Foundation

Cherne Foundation
Chevron Corporation

CLY-DEL Manufacturing Co.
Coleman Foundation

Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation
J. Deering Danielson Foundation

William H. Donner Foundation
Donors Trust

Max and Victoria Dreyfus Foundation
Earhart Foundation

Economic Strategies, Inc.
Fausel Foundation
Forbes Foundation

Foundation for American Studies
Freiheit Foundation

Green Drake Corporation
Henderson Foundation
Hickethier & Company

Hickory Foundation
Historical Research Foundation

Hi-torque Publications
Hitt Foundation

Elizabeth S. Hooper Foundation
JM Foundation

Charlotte and Walter Kohler Charitable Trust
Vernon K. Krieble Foundation

John and Amy B. Lawrence Foundation
Life Enrichment Fund

Mark Asset Management
Merrill Lynch Foundation
John M. Olin Foundation

Partridge Foundation
Pfizer Corporation

Phillips Foundation
Edgar and Elsa Prince Foundation

Emerson and Dolores Reinsch Foundation
Rodricks Foundation

Rosenstiel Foundation
Henry Salvatori Foundation

Smith Richardson Foundation
Strake Foundation

Stuart Family Foundation
Harold W. Sweatt Foundation

Thiokol Corporation
Towe Family Foundation 

John W. Uhlmann Foundation
Windway Foundation
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Benefactors

Institute benefactors are an extraordinary group of concerned citizens with an uncommon dedication
to a cause higher than themselves. They tend to be unusually loyal to the Institute, supporting it
consistently for many years. Their concern and dedication are an inspiration to all associated with the
school. It is with them in mind that we are reminded of what Pericles once said about the differences
between his fellow Athenians and their opponents:

“Our city is open to the world, and we have no periodical deportations in order to prevent people
observing or finding out secrets which might be of military advantage to the enemy. This is because we
rely, not on secret weapons, but on our own real courage and loyalty...

Our love of what is beautiful does not lead to extravagance; our love of the things of the mind does not
make us soft. We regard wealth as something to be properly used, rather than as something to boast
about... Here each individual is interested not only in his own affairs but in the affairs of the state as
well: even those who are mostly occupied with their own business are extremely well informed on general
politics — this is a peculiarity of ours: we do not say that a man who takes no interest in politics is a
man who minds his own business; we say that he has no business here at all...

This then, is the kind of city for which these men, who could not bear the thought
of losing her, nobly fought and nobly died. It is only natural that everyone of us
who survive them should be willing to undergo hardships in her service. And it was
for this reason that I have spoken about our city, because I wanted to make it clear
that for us there is more at stake than there is for others who lack our advantages...

What I would prefer is that you should fix your eyes every day on the greatness 
of Athens as she really is, and should fall in love with her. When you realize 
her greatness, then reflect that what made her great was men with a spirit 
of adventure, men who knew their duty, men who were ashamed to fall 
below a certain standard... It is for you to try to be like them. Make up 
your minds that happiness depends on being free, and freedom depends 
on being courageous.”

A Passage from Pericles’ Funeral Oration
(from Thucydides, The History of the Peloponnesian War)

Three generations of the Davis family.

“IWP is unique in emphasizing the study of statecraft; their 
mix of national security and international affairs can be found
nowhere else. But what makes them extraordinary is how their
faculty of scholar-practitioners consistently demonstrate the 
real-world application of their teachings.” 

~ Mrs. Diana Davis Spencer, Chairman of Grants, 
Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation (pictured at left). 

Also pictured are Mrs. Shelby Cullom Davis (center) and Mrs. Abby S. Moffat,
Managing Trustee, Shelby Cullom Davis Foundation.
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Domingos Jardo Muekalia,
IWP Student
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he Institute of World Politics is located 

in the heart of the nation’s capital, just eight 

blocks north of the White House on one of

the grand streets of the city. This ideal location

facilitates networking among students, alumni,

faculty and guest lecturers who are drawn from

the U.S. Government, foreign embassies, think

tanks, and domestic and international policy

organizations. It enables the Institute to provide

its students extraordinary access to the U.S.

foreign policy community and interaction with

many of its leaders.
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The Washington Experience

LIFE ON CAMPUS

The Institute’s main offices and classrooms are located in the historic, red brick Marlatt mansion, a rare
gem of Washington domestic architecture. The rich carved oak paneling, decorative plaster casts and
carefully preserved architectural details offer elegant, old world academic surroundings. It is an ideal
setting for the Institute’s small, seminar-style classes.

LIFE IN THE DISTRICT

For students interested in foreign policy and national security, there is no better place on earth to live
and learn than Washington, D.C. The capital city offers unparalleled exposure to the substance and process

of politics and policymaking. There is an endless calendar of conferences, seminars, Congressional
hearings and special lectures. Employment opportunities and internships are available at a host 

of advocacy groups, research institutions, government agencies, congressional offices and
international organizations. The Institute itself offers a limited number of internships.

Beyond intimate exposure to the policymaking culture, living in
the Washington, D.C. area offers attractions that draw millions
of tourists every year, such as the Smithsonian’s 15 museums
and art galleries, America’s most cherished memorials and
monuments, and world-class performing arts hosted by the
Kennedy Center and other concert halls and theaters.

Washington is home to 150 embassies and is populated by 
a multiplicity of cultures. Residents enjoy a cornucopia

of ethnic restaurants. Just blocks from the Institute,
there are casual cafes and upscale bistros lining the

trendy streets of Georgetown and other lively
urban neighborhoods rich with restaurants and

night life like Adams Morgan and Dupont Circle.

Washington hosts professional sports franchises in soccer,
football, basketball, hockey — and most recently baseball

too. There is boating on the Potomac and the scenic, historic
C&O Canal, as well as world-class sailing in the nearby Chesapeake

Bay. Residents enjoy hiking, bicycling and picnicking in beautiful
Rock Creek Park just minutes away from campus.

Washington residents can enjoy a myriad of diversions within just one to three
hours’ drive — from the historic Civil War battlefields of Virginia and Maryland 

to the breathtaking beauty of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the Shenandoah National
Park to the Atlantic beaches of Delaware.

“The first day I attended class I knew I was in the right place. 
I was surrounded by people who are not intimidated to learn 
and to constantly challenge one another. This is an engaging, 
exciting atmosphere. At any time the students around me may be 
a military attaché from a foreign country, a senior level CIA officer, 
or a defense analyst — it’s simply inspiring.”

Molly McCarroll, IWP Student

.............................................................................

Two larger rooms in the mansion easily accommodate larger classes and events. The mansion 
also hosts special lectures, conferences, book signings and a number of other events that round out 
the academic experience. Next door, two large historic townhouses have been completely renovated 
and united to form Bently Hall. Named after Institute’s board member and benefactor, Donald E. Bently,
this building houses the Institute’s library and additional classroom space. The campus is conveniently
accessible through the city’s Metro subway and bus system. An underground parking lot and some
evening free parking are available nearby.

The Institute’s library contains some 30,000 volumes, half of which were donated by the American
Security Council. The Institute was also privileged to receive the private library of William J. Casey,
the former Director of Central Intelligence. In addition to a basic collection of foreign affairs 
periodicals and reference works, the IWP library has several specialized resources. These include
collections of books in: U.S. foreign policy; intelligence and counterintelligence; public 
diplomacy, propaganda and political warfare; the Middle East; Soviet/Russian/East European 
affairs; U.S. internal security; and primary-source materials in several of these fields. The Institute’s 
unique print resources are augmented by extensive electronic 
databases searchable from on and off campus. The library also 
provides professional, multilingual, internationally-experienced 
research assistance and instruction.

Washington is a city of Northern

efficiency and Southern charm. 

~ John F. Kennedy

‘‘ ’’
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Preparing for an IWP Education

tudents who are thinking of applying to the Institute can prepare themselves in advance both 

to strengthen their application and to derive the greatest benefit from an IWP education.

This preparation should ideally include introductory studies in history, geography, politics,

economics, philosophy, international relations, foreign languages, cultural anthropology, and related

coursework in humanities and social sciences. Because few colleges and universities require the study 

of all these fields, the Institute must cover them to some degree in its core curriculum.

On its own, however, the Institute cannot easily overcome one particularly deleterious contemporary

academic trend: the precipitous decline in the study of history — especially twentieth century political,

diplomatic, military, economic, and intellectual history, and the history of key countries and strategic

regions of the world. Thus, the serious student of statecraft and national security affairs should pursue

independent study of these increasingly neglected fields as the single most effective intellectual preparation

for the IWP curriculum.

S

“I carefully researched all the top schools, and IWP was the clear

choice. What really convinced me was that other schools mainly

preached theory and concept, whereas my IWP professors make

every topic come alive with their own real-world experiences.”

To apply or seek further information, call the Admissions Coordinator, download an application, 

or apply online. Ask about our next Open House and other upcoming events that can help you learn

more about the Institute. Any well-qualified applicant with a baccalaureate degree from a recognized

college or university may apply for admission to the Institute in the spring, summer, or fall terms.

202-462-2101 ■ 1-888-KNOW-IWP (1-888-566-9497) ■ www.iwp.edu

.....................

..................... .....................
HOW TO APPLY

Andrew Serafin, IWP Student, National Security
Analyst/Information Warfare Strategist. 

.............................................................................................
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“The Institute of World Politics 

roots itself in American 

values: of democracy, of 

free markets, of traditional 

Judeo-Christian concepts 

about the just use of force. 

The world will not always 

run in accord with American 

interests and ideals. All 

the more reason for a school 

of statecraft that does.”

- The Wall Street Journal


